Carter in Afghanistan, Wears of IS Threat

KARUL - Following months of delays, the US has approved the deployment of Afghanistan tax revenues to the US, according to the commander of the US-led military coalition in Afghanistan. The decision was taken after a series of negotiations between the Afghan government and the Taliban. The US has authorized the deployment of up to 3,000 additional US troops to Afghanistan, bringing the total number of US troops in the country to around 15,000. This decision comes as the Taliban continue to expand their control over parts of Afghanistan, particularly in the southern and eastern provinces. The US has been working closely with the Afghan government to stabilize the security situation and facilitate the withdrawal of US troops. The decision to deploy additional troops is seen as a crucial step in stabilizing the situation and providing security to the Afghan people. The Taliban have been critical of the US decision, accusing it of violating the terms of the 2020 peace agreement. The Taliban have called for a negotiated political solution to end the conflict in Afghanistan, but so far, the negotiations have made little progress. The US has been under increasing pressure to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan, but the decision to deploy additional troops indicates that the US is committed to stabilizing the situation and ensuring security in the country.


**Outlook Horoscope**

**Aries** (Mar 21-Apr 20)

Trailing behind the pack isn't your usual style, but today you find odd satisfaction in leading the pack. In fact, the more you take the lead, the more likely you are to win your opposite number's respect. Keep your confidence up and know that every move you make is destined to take you to the top.

**Taurus** (Apr 21-May 20)

There is a well-sown sense of contentment and fulfillment in your nature today. You can regard your efforts as being well-earned rewards for your hard work and dedication. Your hard work may bring you some comfort and stability, which is just what you need right now.

**Gemini** (May 21-June 20)

Keeping up a steady pace at work can be a challenge for you today. It's important to ensure you're moving in the right direction and taking every step necessary to reach your goal. If you feel emotionally detached from your work, try to reconnect with the passion that drives you to succeed. Take a moment to enjoy the outdoors, which can help you feel more connected to the world around you.

**Cancer** (June 21-July 22)

You're feeling the pressure, especially if you're under time constraints. However, you're capable of maintaining a high level of productivity, so take advantage of your strengths and focus on completing your tasks.

**Leo** (July 23-Aug 22)

You're optimistic about your future. Your self-confidence helps you to see opportunities where others might see problems. Continue to build on your strengths and maintain a positive outlook.

**Virgo** (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Satisfaction is the key today. It's important to remember that it's not about the destination, but the journey. You're doing well for yourself, and your efforts are paying off. Keep up the good work.

**Libra** (Sep 23-Oct 21)

You might feel slightly disappointed when you attempt to work towards a goal, but try not to let this affect your overall outlook. It's important to maintain your focus and remember that setbacks are a normal part of life.

**Scorpio** (Oct 22-Nov 21)

The week ahead brings an emotional roller coaster ride. You'll feel a lot of pressure to stay positive and optimistic. Remember to take care of your mental health and ensure you're managing your stress levels.

**Sagittarius** (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Although it's really important to stay positive today, you'll need to remind yourself of your progress and successes. It's essential to focus on your goals and not let setbacks hold you back.

**Capricorn** (Dec 22-Jan 19)

It's continuing when someone respects you. Saying deciding different things at the same time can often be challenging. Remember to communicate your needs and expectations clearly. It's important to be open and honest with others.

**Aquarius** (Jan 20-Feb 18)

You might feel like an outsider today because you're feeling confused and uncertain about your role in the world. However, you're capable of adding value to any situation you find yourself in. Trust your instincts and stay true to yourself.

**Pisces** (Feb 19-Mar 20)

Your sensitivity may get the best of you today. Try to find a balance between being caring and assertive. It's important to remember that you can't please everyone, and it's okay to say no when you need to.
Islamic State’s Creeping Influence in Afghanistan

By Abdul Ahad Bahrami

The IS group and its close allies: the Haqqani Network and the Taliban, are consolidating their power in Afghanistan, and the United States, Britain and the West need to take action now to stop the advance of the Islamic State, the world’s most dangerous terror group.

By Dr. Shamshad Akhtar and Ambassador William Lacy Swing

Exclusive for the Daily Outlook

Migrants shape a better Asia and the Pacific - If we let them

The United Nations and the United States have a key role to play in securing the rights of migrants and refugees. The United States needs to be a leader in this regard, and the United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community. The United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community. The United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community. The United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community. The United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community. The United States needs to consider the impact of migration and refugees on the global community.
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UNHCR Recommened
Measures for Strengthening Refugees Security, Protection

**international**

**Geneva:** The UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) has launched a series of measures aimed at strengthening the protection of refugees worldwide. The agency is responding to a series of attacks on refugee camps and displacement centers, and has called for increased international cooperation to address the refugee crisis. UNHCR's chief said that the measures are a response to a significant increase in violence against refugees, and that the agency is working to ensure that refugees have access to safety, security, and basic services. The new measures include increased funding for refugee protection, closer coordination with host governments, and increased support for refugee-led organizations. **UNHCR**

**Russia Begins Decoding Flight Recorder of Warplane Downed by Turkey**

**Moscow:** The Russian military has begun decoding the flight recorder of a warplane that was shot down by Turkey near the Syria-Turkey border, raising tensions in the region. Turkey said it shot down the plane, which it claimed was a US-made F-16, after it violated its airspace. Russia has denied the claim, saying the plane was a Russian-made Su-24 that was on a reconnaissance mission. The flight recorder contains valuable information that could help understand the circumstances of the incident. **Russian military**

**Over 380,000 Children Remain Out of School in Northern Mali: UNICEF**

**Garin, Mali:** UNICEF has warned that over 380,000 children in northern Mali remain out of school, despite efforts by the government and international organizations to improve access to education. The organization is calling for increased support to address the needs of children in conflict-affected areas, and to ensure that they have access to a quality education. UNICEF has urged governments and partners to prioritize education in their humanitarian responses, and to work towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goal on education. **UNICEF**

**EU Summit Gains "Significant Progress" on British Reform Demands**

**Brussels:** Britain is demanding fundamental constitutional reform, including a "greater say" in European Union (EU) challenging the Union's unity. After the EU leaders failed to agree on the key demands at a summit in Brussels, many have suggested that "significant progress" has been made, with the European Council President Donald Tusk held a press conference Thursday night, adding "We hope that this is a turning point after the long many months of difficult negotiations." **European Council**

**China Welcomes UN-Brokered Deal to End Libya Crisis**

**Beijing:** China welcomes the UN-brokered deal to end the conflict in Libya, saying the agreement is a "positive step forward" in the process of creating a stable, peaceful Libya. The deal was announced by the United Nations Special Envoy for Libya, Ghassan Salame, in a statement that said the crisis in Libya is coming to an end. China has been a strong supporter of the UN's efforts to bring peace to Libya, and has called for a political solution to the conflict. **China**

**Pakistan's KSE Follows Global Bears Amid Low Turnover**

**Karachi:** Pakistan's stock market has been following global bears amid low turnover, with the KSE index down 0.3% on Tuesday. The Pakistani stock market has been struggling to attract investors, with low volumes and lack of liquidity. However, the market has seen some recovery in recent months, with the KSE-100 index up 1.3% in the first five months of the year. The central bank has been taking steps to improve liquidity and attract foreign investment. **Pakistan's stock market**

**Osce's Training Course on Human Rights of Convicts Completed**

**Moldova:** The OSCE has completed a training course on human rights for convicts in Moldova. The course was held in Chisinau and covered topics such as the rights of prisoners and the use of international standards in the treatment of convicts. The participating countries included Romania, Ukraine, and the EU. The course aimed to raise awareness among officials and convicts about human rights and the right to a fair trial. **OSCE**
Berlin Extends Troops Mission in Afghanistan But Demands Reforms

BERLIN — German Defense Minister Ursula von der Leyen has said that extending the German combat mission in Afghanistan does not mean giving a green light for reconstructive, political work, but said that Afghan leaders must take the first steps toward bringing reforms in the political system to create a more transparent and accountable government before the next round of negotiations in the country.

She said that the international community must encourage the Afghan government to take the first steps toward bringing reforms in the political system to create a more transparent and accountable government before the next round of negotiations in the country.

The talks started in June and are expected to run until the end of the year. They are aimed at reaching an agreement on a political settlement in Afghanistan, which has been stalled for more than a year.

The talks are being held in Doha, Qatar, and are being attended by representatives of the Afghan government, the Taliban, and other political groups.
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